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One Aspect of the Consecration Ceremony 

of Images in Buddhist Tantrism: 
"The Ten Rites" Prescribed in the Kriyasangrahapanjika

and Their Background

●

Ryugen Tanemura

1. Introduction 

The Kriyasamgrahpaiijikii (KSP) is a collection of Buddhist tantric 

rituals written during the last phase of Buddhist tantrism in the Indian 

Subcontinent; it presents various kinds of rituals in a systematic way, 

i.e. it is as a whole a kind of monastery construction manual') which 

begins with the choice of the site for a monastery and ends with a rule for 

the ganacakra, the tantric feast held when the construction of the mon-

astery is finished. It contains rituals common in Buddhist tantrism in the 

Subcontinent as well as some elements peculiar to Buddhism in the 

Kathmandu valley. However, although the presentation of the rituals is 

done in a systematic way, it is possible to find traces of redaction by the 

author, Kuladatta,2) of some sources from which he drew. 

This short paper examines the consecration ceremony (pratisthii) of
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Buddhist images (pratima), especially "the ten rites," prescribed in Chapter 
6 of the KSP and tries to illuminate what could be the background for 
some inconsistencies found within the prescription. 

The consecration ceremony discussed in this paper is a translation of 
the Sanskrit word [pratima-] pratistha. Pratistha is a ceremony by means 
of which a specific deity is made to reside permanently in such substrata 
as objects of worship, instruments used in a temple, and the like.3) The 

procedure of pratistha is very complicated. Its basic frame could be 
schematised as follows: a tantric officiant (1) visualises the samayasattva 
of a substratum of pratistha, (2) draws down the jnanasattva4) by means 
of a ray from the seed-syllable placed in his heart, (3) causes it to enter 
the samayasattva, (4) causes tathagatas to sprinkle it with water from 

jugs even as he does so himself, and (5) recites a mantra specific to a 
deity whose image is to be consecrated.5) 

The rituals prescribed in the KSP vary greatly. The most important 

parts of these rituals, however, are religions performances of tantric 
officiants to give Buddhist meanings to various parts of a monastery 
during each phase of the construction procedure. In other words, no 
buildings can function as a religions facility before the religious perform-
ance of the officiants is completed. In these rituals, the basic frame of 

pratistha is applied.6) In this sense, the pratistha ceremony is one of the 
most important topics in the KSP. 

Of course the pratistha ceremony of the KSP itself is so large a topic 
that I cannot deal with it in such a short paper. Here, therefore, I will 
discuss the characteristics of the pratistha ceremony of Buddhist images, 
especially concerning the structure of the ceremony, comparing the 
account of the KSP with that of the Vajravali- (VA) written by 
Abhayakaragupta (fl. c. 11-12th c. A. D.) and the Bauddhadasakriyasa-
dhana (BDKS) by an anonymous author, which has been transmitted in 
a single manuscript as far as I know.7 For the VA is another systematic 

presentation of Buddhist tantric rituals and has a precise description of 
the pratistha ceremony, and the BDKS has a prescription of "the ten 
rites," which characterise the pratistha ceremony of the KSP. Now and 
again other materials8) will be referred to. 

First of all I shall explain the structure and the contents of the conse-
cration ceremony of the KSP since they are not generally well known.9) 

Following this I shall discuss the problems that arise from a comparison
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with the VA and the BDKS mentioning other pratistha manuals in case 
of necessity and then I shall try to draw a hypothetical conclusion. 

2. The Structure and the Contents of the Consecration 

Ceremony Prescribed in the Kriyii samgrahapaidiket 

2.1 Structure 
The consecration of an image is described together with that of a 

manuscript of a scriptural text (pustaka) and of a piece of cloth on which 
an image is painted (pata). These three share the same basic procedure. 
Concerning the manuscript and the piece of cloth, further explanation is 
added when there is a difference in the procedure. Kuladatta sometimes 
refers to a caitya, a monastery and other religious structures. 

The pratistha section of the KSP can be divided into two parts. The 
first half is called "the ten rites (dasa kriyah) which correspond to the 
brahmanical life-cycle rites (samskara). The second half corresponds to 
the ritual of empowerment or consecration of disciples (abhiseka). The 
ten rites consist of the following items: (1) yonisodhana (the rite of purifica-

tion of the womb) (2) pumsavana (the rite of ensuring a male child) (3) 
simantonnayana (the rite of parting a mother's hair) (4) jtakarman (the 
birth rite) (5) namakarman (the naming ceremony) (6) upanayana (initia-
tion) (7) cudakarana (the ceremony of the tonsure) (8) vratadesa (in-
struction in post-initiatory observance, accompanied by the investiture 
with the sacred thread, the girdle and the staff) (9) samavartana (re-
turning home after finishing the course of study) (10) panigrahana (mar-
riage). 

After the ten rites, nine kinds of empowerment of an image and con-
cluding rites are prescribed. These nine are as follows: (1) udakabhiseka 

(water empowerment), (2) makutabhiseka (crown empowerment) (3) 
vajrabhiseka (vajra empowerment), (4) ghantabhiseka (bell empowerment), 

(5) namabhiseka (name empowerment), (6) acaryabhiseka (acarya em-
powerment) (7) guhyabhiseka (secret empowerment) (8) prajnajnanabhi-
seka (empowerment of the knowledge of wisdom), (9) caturthabhiseka 
(the fourth empowerment). All of these are the same as those of a dis-
ciple. These abhisekas are followed by the concluding rites. (See Table 2 
in 3. Analysis)
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2.2 Contents 

First of all, a donor (yajameina) who wants to consecrate a monastery 

etc. should go to one or more tantric officiants and request him or them 

to perform a pratistha ceremony. The officiant or officiants worship the 

eight cremation grounds (astasmasanapuja). After this, the text prescribes 

the rule for the worship of the eight cremation grounds [astaimasanavidhi] 

and the installation of a fire vessel or pit (agnikunda) and pindika.11) Then 

it gives very precise iconometrical information to bring auspiciousness. 

Then the ten rites are prescribed.12) 

(1) Yonisodhana 
This is the purification of a substratum, an object of a pratistha cer-

emony. In the case of the purification of a piece of cloth on which an 

image is to be painted, there are two different procedures,depending on 

which deity is painted on it. A deity taught in the Kriyatantras, 

Caryatantras and Yogatantras is purified in a different way from the one 

by which a deity taught in the Yogottaratantras and Yogininiruttaratantras13) 

is purified. The painter is visualised as having the nature of Karmavajra. 

In the case of the purification of a manuscript of a scriptural text, the 

scribe is visualised as Amitabha, letters as transformations of Vagvajra, 

ink in the form of Jnandmrta as having the nature of the knowledge of 

wisdom (prajnajana), and the pen as Paramadyavajra. 

In the case of an image, a specialist (=sculptor, janin) is imagined as 

the lord of the deity whose image is to be made. Then the materials of 

the image are visualised as the figure of the deity,14) with a strong convic-

tion of voidness (sunyatadhimoksa). The tantric officiant requests all the 

tathagatas to come near, draws down the jnasattva and makes it enter 

the materials. Then the deity is dismissed.15) 

(2) Pumsavana 
The tantric officiant should cause the specialist to implant an iron bar 

into the image as an armature,16) and to fasten a golden leaf on which the 

heart-syllable of the deity is written on the part corresponding to the 

heart of the image. Then the outside of the leaf is daubed with mud and 

bathed. The tantric officiant draws down the seed-syllable of the deity 

of an image in the intermediate state between death and rebirth 

(gandharvasattva)17) into the image which is being made. He should know 
that this rite is nothing but a visualisation of the deity as a transforma-

tion from each seed-syllable. There is an obvious analogy with preg-
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nancy here.18) 

(3) Simantonnayana 
The simantonnayana consists of three stages: (a) placing water jugs 

[kalasasthdpana] (b) waving a lamp in front of the image [nireijana] (c) 
bathing. 

A lotus with petals of various colours (viivadalakamala) or eight-pet-

alled lotus is drawn in the middle of the platform for bathing (snanavedi) 

which is decorated with a canopy, parasol etc. In the eight directions 
outside the lotus are placed eight vessels, which are characterised by the 

marks of the 53 deities of the vajradhatumandala [kalasasthlipana]. 

The substratum is put on a pedestal made only for this rite, a lion seat 

(simhasana), or whatever can be used as a pedestal. The tantric officiant 
touches the heart, throat and head of the image reciting the mantra "hum

ah om"19) in order to empower its mind, speech and body and wraps the

head with a garland. Then he gives guest water (argha) to the image, 
waves a lamp and perfumes it with ghee and vapour of resin 

(sarjanarasadhupa). In the case of an immovable recipient such as a 
monastery, a storied building (kutagara) or other , the mandala for bath-
ing (snanamandala) is not employed. This ritual is performed in the 
evening [nirdjana]. 

Then the image is bathed or smeared with various things such as the 
five nectars (pancamrta), the five products of the cow (pancagavya) etc . 
The tantric officiant requests the lord of the deity to stay in the image , 
reciting verses. After this, he sleeps. 

The jatakarman and the following rites up to the panigrahana are 

performed on the next day. In the rituals from the jatakarman to the 
cudakarana the tantric officiant practises a specific meditation, recites a 
specific auspicious verse (mangalagatha), sprinkles the image with water 

from a jug empowered by a specific mantra and gives various offerings to 
the image in each stage. 

(4) Jatakarman 
The next morning, the tantric officiant visualises the image, the mon-

astery and other substrata as the figure of the samayasattva and performs 
the nirajana as stated in the previous section. He empowers various parts 
of the body of the image. He draws the eyes with a golden stick reciting 
a verse and a mantra. He visualises the image as a reflection in a mirror . 
The left and right eyes are visualised as the sun and the moon respec-
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tively, which are transformations of two syllables of mat. He empowers 

the eyes uttering mantras so that they become the eyes of knowledge

(jnanacaksus). Then he has a strong conviction that rays are being emit.

ted from the eyes he has drawn, pervading all directions and uniting 

with the divine eyes of all the sentient beings of all the worlds (sarvalo-

kadhatu) [drstidana]. Then the tantric officiant gives various offerings to 

the image. 

(5) Namakarman 
The tantric officiant visualises the letters of the deity's name which 

have been drawn out from the seed-syllable visualised on the moon disk 

of his own heart and all the Buddha fields filled with rays emitted from 

them. He draws down the rays to the letters again and causes them to 
reenter their source. Then he draws out the letters from his heart and 

causes them to enter the image's heart. Then he visualises all the Buddha 

fields filled with rays emitted from the letters again, draws them down, 

and causes them to enter the same place. 

(6) Upanayana 
This stage consists of three parts. The first part is the phalaprasana. 

The tantric officiant recites an auspicious verse and sprinkles the image 

with water from a jug empowered by the mantra of Vajrakarma. Then 

the image is given various-coloured cloth and seasonal fruits [phalaprii-

sana].

Then the tantric officiant sprinkles the image with water from a jug 

reciting the mantra of Vajragita and gives various lutes, ornaments and 

various types of food [(annaprasana)].20) 

Then he utters a mantra and praises the image by reciting verses 

[upanayana].

(7) Cudakarana
Having recited an auspicious verse, the tantric officiant sprinkles the 

image with water from a jug empowered by the mantra of Vajradharma. 

Then he grasps a golden razor visualised as a transformation of the 

syllable hum, shaves the hair of the image with it and arranges a single 

lock of the hair on the crown of the head (cuda) [in his visualisation]. 

Then he pierces the earlobe with a golden needle and gives a pearl-

necklace, belt (or necklace), bracelet, armlet, girdle, anklet, crown etc. to 

the image. He places a crown (makuta) visualised on the head of the 

image.
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(8) Vrateidesa 
The tantric officiant visualises the symbol of the deity transformed 

from the heart-syllable of his chosen deity in his heart and causes the 

whole space (akasadhatu) to be pervaded with it. He draws it back and 

causes it to become one. It is empowered by a mantra. He visualises it 

staying in the palm of the deity. He informs the image that the symbol is 

the best characteristic of the knowledge of all the Buddhas. Then the 

image is given a sacred thread (brahmasutra) on the neck, a girdle made 

of munja grass around the hips, a bamboo staff (venudanda)21) in the 
hand. 

(9) Samavartana 
The tantric officiant worships the image with flowers etc. and under-

stands that all the tathagatas, the image etc. have the nature of the 

bodhicitta, which is void of its own nature (nihsvabhava). Then he wor-

ships the image, and performs the releasing from the observance 

(vratamoksana) and presents it with a cow (godana). 
(10) Panigrahana 
The tantric officiant visualises the form of Vajradhatvisvari as a trans-

formation of the syllable WI, sitting on a lunar disk on a lotus on the left 

side of the image. He bathes them with water from a jug empowered by 

[Vajra] lasya's mantra. Then the image is smeared with pieces of fruit, 
camphor etc., given cloths etc., sprinkled with juice of seasonal fruits, 

and decorated with every ornament. The image and its consort are given 
various things, including a man and a woman as attendants . Then the 
tantric officiant performs the nirajana. The fire called yojakagni is wor-

shipped. The bel fruit is put on the hand of the deity.22) This rite ends 

with the tantric officiant's reciting the marriage verse (vivahagatha). 

These ten stages are called ten rites (dasa kriyah). The ceremony now 

moves to the nine kinds of empowerment. 

(1) Mandalapravesa 
The tantric officiant has a strong conviction that the image enters the 

mandala and asks the lord of the mandala to empower it, reciting a verse. 

(2) Udakabhiseka 
On an auspicious lunar day (tithi), solar day (vara), lunar mansion 

(naksatra) or moment (muhurta), the tantric officiant puts the image in 
the chamber of fragrance (gandhakuti) or in another abode of deities 

(devalaya), and causes it to hold a vajra, a coil of five threads in five
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colours (paficasfitra) and a garland (kusumamala). Then he empowers it 

by means of two mantras and recites the verse of the doctrine of depen-

dent origination (pratityasamutpadagatha). The tantric officiant sees the 

sky filled with a multitude of tathagatas, bodhisattvas and goddesses 

transformed from rays of light from the seed-syllable in his heart. He 

sprinkles the image with water from jugs which are visualised as filled 

with bodhicitta and amrta and as held by the hand of the goddess, with a 

strong conviction that the best guru, Vajrasattva himself, in the form of 

the lord of the mandala is causing him to do so. 

(3) Makutithhiseka 
The tantric officiant places a crown into the hand of the image with a 

strong conviction that Vajradhara in the form of the lord of the mandala 

does so. 

(4) Vajrabhiseka 
The tantric officiant gives a vajra visualising Vajrasattva doing so. 

Then he has a strong conviction that the deity of the image holds the 

vajra. 

(5) Ghanthabhiseka 
The tantric officiant gives a vajra bell in the same way as the vajra. 

(6) Namabhiseka 
The tantric officiant recites two mantras with a strong conviction that 

it is Vajrasattva who gives the deity of the image a name ending, like his 
own in -vajra. 

(7) Acaryabhiseka 
The tantric officiant visualises the deity of the image in the gesture of 

embracing an imaginary female consort (jnanamudra) with the vajra and 

vajra bell in his hands. He empowers the image and the consort as stated 

above in the water empowerment and marks the heads of each deity with 

the image of the lord of its family. If the family of the deity is unknown, 

Aksobhya or Vajrasattva should be employed. In the case of a manu-

script of a scriptural text, different mantras are recited. 

(8) Guhyabhiseka 
The tantric officiant visualises the following. Vajrasattva in the form 

of the lord of the circle of deities draws down the multitude of tathagatas 

Vairocana etc. accompanied by their consorts by a ray from the seed-

syllable placed in his heart. He makes the multitude enter himself through 

his Vairocana's gate (= mouth) and enjoys the liquid great bliss (mahasukha)
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which is a transformation of the multitude. Then he causes the multi-

tude in the form of the semen (bodhicitta) emitted from his and his 

consort's sexual organs (vajrapadma) in union to enter the mouth of the 

image. 

(9) Prajnajnanahiseka 
The tantric officiant has a strong conviction that the deity of the image 

in sexual union with the goddess handed over by Vajrasattva, is full of 

the spontaneous bliss (sahajananda). 

(10) Caturthabhiseka 
The tantric officiant has a strong conviction that the Vajra holder 

(= Vajrasattva) teaches the deity the fourth empowerment as his own 
nature, thereby freeing him from obstructions (avarana) and their latent 

impressions (vasana), so that he experiences the single flavour of void-

ness and compassion full of the great bliss. 

(11) Concluding Rituals 
In this last stage of the ceremony, the tantric officiant worships the 

image and asks forgiveness if the ceremony has been performed in an 

inappropriate manner. 

At the end of the ceremony, the donor (danapati) also worships the 

image and gives the tantric officiant an appropriate present (daksina). 

These nine kinds of empowerment are physically done by the tantric 

officiant but should be performed with a strong conviction that they are 

done by Vajrasattva or Vajradhara. 

3. Analysis 

3.1 Characteristics of the Consecration Ceremony of the 

Kriyasamgrahapanjika 

Comparing the contents of the consecration ceremony prescribed in 
the KSP with those prescribed in the Vajravali and other consecration 

manuals, most of which survive in the Tibetan canon, one of the greatest 

differences is that the KSP prescribes the ten rites which are peculiar to 

Nepalese Buddhism and are still performed in the Kathmandu valley 

today [cf. Gellner 1992: 198-199, Ujike 1973, Tanaka & Yoshizaki 1998: 

191-201]. 

The ten rites in the BDKS are much simpler than those of KSP and 

they might be considered as a prototype of the KSP. Each rite consists of
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a specific meditation (or worship) and a fire rite (homa). (See Table 1.) 
The text calls the ten rites "preparation (adhivasana)" and therefore we 
would expect some more rites to follow them. Probably they are rites 
related to a mandala because a tantric officiant causes the image to enter 
a mandala. However we cannot know their contents because the manu-
script is incomplete. 

According to Locke 1980, the consecration ceremony performed in 
the Kathmandu valley, which is popularly referred to as the ten life-
cycle rites (dalasamskdra) by vajrticeiryas, consists of the following ten 
rites: (1) jatakarman (2) namakarman (3) phalaprasana (4) annaprasana 

(5) upanayana (6) cudakarman (7) vratadesa (8) vratamoksana (9) 
panigrahana (10) pratistha [Locke 1980: 208-221]. 

By comparison with the KSP, the modern ten rites omit the first three 
rites of the KSP (yonisodhana, pumsavana and simantonnayana) and have 
the phalaprasana and the annaprasana as independent items. In the last 
rite, the proper pratistha, the eight kinds of empowerment from the 
mukutabhiseka up to caturthabhiseka are performed [Locke 1980: 219-
220]. 

In addition, the ten rites of the KSP are based on the vajradhatu 
system taught in the first chapter of the Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha, 
i.e. an image is consecrated as the lord of the vajradhatumandala. A 
tantric officiant sprinkles an image with water from water jugs which are 

placed in the eight directions outside an eight-petalled lotus drawn on a

Table 1 The Ten Rites of the BDKS and the Fire Rites
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platform for bathing (snanauedi) and which symbolise the deities in the 
vajradhatumandala. He also recites the auspicious verses (mangalagatha) 

which praise the fifty-three deities in the uajradheitumandala. Then the 

image gets married to the Vajradhatvravari in the panigrahana. 

The BDKS also mentions Vajradhavigvari as the image's consort, 

but, until the panigrahana, we do not find any close connection with the 

vajradhiitu system in the procedure. 

As for the nine kinds of empowerment, the KSP together with the VA 

by Abhayakaragupta is one of a small number of manuals which give 

prescriptions of these empowerment rites.23) The praitsthii ceremony of 
the VA consists of two main parts: preparation of the deity of an image 

(devatadhivasanavidhi) and nine kinds of empowerment (abhiseka).24) The 

passages in the nine kinds of empowerment in the VA are almost identi-
cal with those in the KSP. We also find parallel passages to the KSP in 

the devatiidhiuasanavidhi.25) (See Table 2.)

3.2 Some Inconsistencies in the Consecration Ceremony of the 

Kriyasamg rahapan jika 

As explained above, the pratistha ceremony of the KSP contains both 

the ten rites and the nine kinds of empowerment. Kuladatta probably 

redacted two or more pratistha manuals. For we find some inconsisten-

cies within the KSP which might reflect clumsy redaction by Kuladatta 

of some sources he drew from: 

(1) The image is consecrated as the lord of the central deity of the 
mandala in the dceiryabhiseka, although it has already been consecrated 

as the Lord of the uajradhatumandala in the panigrahana. 

(2) There are two rituals concerning the name of the deity of the 
image: the naming ceremony in the ten rites and name empowerment in 

the nine kinds of empowerment. The former is performed after the birth 

and the latter is the ceremony in which the uajra-name (or initiation 

name) is given. There seems at first glance to be no contradiction be-

tween them. However, if we look at the mantras recited in each cer-

emony, we find a puzzling similarity. The mantra recited in the naming 
ceremony is "om amukavajro bhaua sviihei (Om, become [one whose name 

is] such and such -uajra, suaha)," and the one in the namabhiseka is "om 

amukauajras tathagatas tvam bhur bhuuah suah (Om, you are a tathagata 

[named] such and such -uajra, bhur bhuuah suah)." The uajra-name is
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given in both stages. 
In the VA, on the other hand, the description of the pratistha starts 

with the 'preparation of the deity of an image (devatadhiviisana)' , which 

is followed by the nine kinds of empowerment. The procedure is similar

Table 2 Structures of the pratistha ceremony of the Kriyasamgrahapanjika 
and the Vajrauali
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to that in the KSP, most phrases in the nine kinds of empowerment of 

the VA being parallel to those of the KSP. However the VA does not 

refer to the stages before the nine kinds of empowerment as the ten rites, 

though it has similar phrases to the KSP in some places. As understood 
from the name of the section devatadhivasana, Abhayakaragupta thinks 

of this stage as preliminary to the series of empowerments. The proce-

dure of the pratistha of the VA does not present such inconsistencies as 

found in the KSP. 

3.3 What Could be the Background for the Inconsistencies? 

Why, then, did Kuladatta combine the ten rites and the nine kinds of 

empowerment in one ceremony? Most likely it is because the brahmanical 

life-cycle rites known as the ten rites had already been taken over by the 

Buddhist community in the Kathmandu valley in Kuladatta's time, and 

disciples had to go through the ten rites before they were empowered to 

be vajracdryas. This inference is supported by the following evidence. 

(1) The ten life-cycle rites described in the KSP correspond closely 
to the life-cycle rituals of the Newar Buddhists [Gellner 1992: 197ff . 
Especially the table on p. 199].26) There is no clear evidence that the 

present list of the life-cycle rites was performed in Kuladatta's time and 
that Kuladatta flourished in the Kathmandu valley. Nonetheless, since, 

at present, there is no instance of the ten rites being performed outside 

the Kathmandu valley, it is most plausible that Kuladatta was closely 

associated with the Buddhist community in the Kathmandu valley. In 

addition, there are descriptions which are reminiscent of the lost wax 

method, a traditional casting method of the Himalayan region. (See Notes 

14 and 16.) This seems to support Bu ston's identification of Kuladatta 

as Nepalese. 

The ten rites listed by Kuladatta are identical not with those of the 

pratistha as done in the Kathmandu valley today, but with the life-cycle 
rites gone through by a Newar man (not image) [Gellner 1992: the table 

on p. 199]. The reason probably lies in the difficulty in applying human 

life-cycle rites to the consecration ceremony of an image and, following 

this, the procedure of the consecration may have been changed. The 

yonisodhana and the pumsavana are the rites at the stage of the produc-
tion of an image (see Notes 15 and 18) and are, therefore, easy to sepa-

rate from the other items. In fact, as mentioned above, the modern
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consecration ceremony in Nepal omits this stage and starts with the 

jatakarman. But some elements in the yonisodhana, the pumsavana and 
the simantonnayana are found in the jatakarman of the modern ten rites 

[cf. 2.2 in this paper and Locke 1980: 210-212]. 

(2) The second piece of evidence is internal. Kuladatta presents vari-
ous rituals in a specific order, where a preceding ritual is necessary to the 

following ritual or rituals and related topics are sometimes inserted. He 

prescribes the rule to become a bhiksu (pravrajyagrahana) in the KSP. If 
he had recognised this Buddhist ordination as necessary for the empow-

erment of disciples (abhiseka), he would have put this topic before the 

abhiseka section. In fact the procedure up to the empowerment in chap-

ter 6 is as follows: (a) the deity yoga, (b) construction of a mandala, (c) 

abhiseka, (d) homa, (e) pratissthii. (See Note 1.) We do not find any posi-

tive remark that being a bhiksu is a necessary condition in order to be-

come a tantric master. In addition, we find expressions such as "the 

donor should go to the tantric officiant's house. "27) This implies that the 

tantric officiants referred to there are householders. 

(3) The Samvarodayatantra (SamvUT) has a chapter concerning the 

pratisthei ceremony (devatapratisthapatala), in which the word dalakarma 

(ten rites) is found. The Padmini (PSamvUTT), a commentary on the 
SamvUT, claims that these ten rites are ten kinds of empowerment 

beginning with water empowerment and the relevant part in the SarnvUT 
states that a pratistha ceremony should be performed in the same way as 

the empowerment ritual of disciples (abhiseka). In fact, the number of 

abhiseka prescribed in the following part is nine.28) 

The cause of this inconsistency might be that the word dasakarma in 

the SamvUT refers to the same ten rites as prescribed in the KSP and 

the PaSamvUdTi tries to reinterpret this word because these ten rites 

are not accepted by the author. The fact that, commenting on the word 

dalakarma, the statement "in the same way as the empowerment ritual 

of disciples" is made, implies that those ten rites were gone through as 

life-cycle rites in a certain Buddhist community; the author criticises 

that situation. 

(4) We find a tendency to regard a traditional bhiksu as less impor-
tant in Buddhist tantrism. In his Acaryakriyasamuccaya (AKS), 
Darpanacarya claims that one should abandon the marks of a bhiksu to 

become a tantric master (uajraceirya). He suggests a specific way to con-
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vert a traditional bhiksu to a vajrayanist.29) 

It is true that there was some conflict between married and ordained 

tantric masters [Sanderson 1994: 92]. We can infer that the difference 

between various types of tantric masters might also be reflected in the 

consecration ceremony.

4. Conclusion 

As discussed above, the procedure of the pratisthei of the KSP is dif-

ferent from that of the VA. It is unclear when the archetype of this 

pratistha ceremony was formed, but, to some extent, it is possible to 
establish a chronology between the authors. If the tradition described in 

Tanaka & Yoshizaki [1998] is correct, Kuladatta appears to be the oldest 

of them. (See Note 2.) Following him in time is Abhayakaragupta, the 

author of the VA. Ratnaraksita, the author of the PSamvUTT, who was 

a contemporary of Sakyasribhadra [Naudou 1980: 245], the last head of 
the Vikramagila monastery, follows Abhayakaragupta. Darpanacarya, the 

author of the AKS, is also later than Abhayakaragupta because the AKS 

is based on the VA. We do not know the date of the SamvUT. 

The ten rites of the consecration ceremony prescribed in the KSP are 

peculiar to Buddhism in the Kathmandu valley. It is inferred that the 
brahmanical life-cycle rites taken over by Buddhists in the Kathmandu 

valley, which are still performed there, had been formed as the set of ten 

rites by Kuladatta's time and this is reflected in the consecration cer-

emony of the KSP. Abhayakaragupta does not mention the ten rites as 

life-cycle rites probably because the ten rites are peculiar to Buddhism in 

the Kathmandu valley and only the nine kinds of empowerment were in 

his mind when he made the remark that the pratistha of images etc. 

should be performed in the same way as that of disciples.30) On the one 

hand these consecration manuals all share the same elements common in 

Tantric Buddhism in Indian Subcontinent, on the other hand the differ-

ence between them may reflect regional characteristics.The relation be-

tween the consecration ceremony of the KSP and that prescribed in 
manuals written in the Kathmandu valley later remains to be discussed. 

This will be a future task of the present writer.
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Notes 
1) This characteristic of the KSP is found in the introductory verse at the beginning of 

the text, which explains the topics of the whole KSP: 
sevadibhfusodhanabhuparigrahau padasya samsthapanadarukar mam| 
devapratistha ca tathaiva gandi dhvajocchrayam lesata eva karyam || 

[KSP: MS N folio missing, MS T3 f.1v1-2] 
(Trsl.) Purification and acquisition of a site [for a monastery] beginning with a 
[prior] service, establishment and wood-work of the pada*, consecration of a 
deity, [installation of a wooden instrument called] gancy**, and, finally, erecting 
flag-poles too [should be done]. 

(* The word pada is an architectural term. The meaning is not clear. 
** A gandi is a long, slender piece of wood which is beaten to summon 
monks in a monastery.) 

This verse corresponds to the procedure for the construction of a monastery. 
The KSP consists of eight chapters and, roughly speaking, each chapter corre-

sponds to a certain stage in the construction of a monastery. (See the table below.)

The main rituals prescribed in each chapter are as shown in the table below:
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2) The name of the author of the KSP is Kuladatta, as shown in colophons of both 
Sanskrit manuscripts and the Tibetan translations. We do not have biographical 
information regarding him. Bu ston mentions only his name and that he is of Nepalese 
origin [Tsukamoto et al. 1989: 195]. Sakurai draws a hypothetical conclusion that 
Kuladatta flourished in a certain period from the first half of the twelfth century to 
the first half of the thirteenth century, examining the descriptions in Bu ston's Bla 
ma dam par rnams kyis rjes su bzun ba'i tshul, bKah drin rjes su dran par byed pa (Toh. 
zogai 5199) [Sakurai 1996: 34]. 

According to Kazumi Yoshizaki, Kuladatta has close association with Tathagatavajra 
who made the vajracdryasanyha of the Hiranyavarna Mahavihdra , when it was 
constructed by King Bhaskaradeva (reigned 1045-48) [Tanaka & Yoshizaki 1998: 
28]. I received a letter from Yoshizaki concerning this matter. Yoshizaki found this 
description of Kuladatta in a Nepalese text that he consulted. According to it Kuladatta 
is a tveiy paid of Tathagatavajra. In modern Newari, tveiy means a friend or fictitious 
brother (relation established ritually). If pasa is pfisii (sa and sa are often confused in 
Nepalese manuscripts), it also means a friend [Kolver 1994: 144 and 207]. It is 
highly possible that the meaning of the word has changed from Kuladatta's day. 
However, if the tradition is right, we can safely infer that Kuladatta was closely 
associated with Tathagatavajra. As regards the dating of Bhaskaradeva, see Regmi 
1965, especially the genealogy on p. 198. 

There is only one unambiguous piece of evidence concerning the dates of Kuladatta:

* There are two kinds of siitranavidhi or sfitrapiitana prescribed in the 

KSP: Setting cords on the ground for a monastery (ch. 3) and drawing 

preliminary lines on a mandala using threads and powder (ch. 6). The 
former is called siitrapeitana, and the latter is called sfitranavidhi or 

tippisutranavidhi in the KSP.
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the date stated in the colophon of the oldest manuscript. Kuladatta could have 
written the KSP no later than A. D. 1217. 

3) See the YRM and the MA ad HVT II.i. (1). Krsna (or Kanha) and Ratnakaranti 

give almost the same brief definition of pratisthd as follows: 
palcidi.su devataniim avasthanany prati.sthei iha tu tadvidhih pratisthii 
[YRM: 136] 
(Trsl.) Pratistfid means abiding of deities in a piece of cloth etc. 
Here [in this chapter], pratistha means the ceremony for it. 
*pratimasu (pratisu MS A) devataniim avasthanany prati .sthel. iha tu pratistheirtho 

vidhih *prati.sthd (em.; pratisthdh MS A, MS B: broken part). [MA: MS A 
f.70r3 MS B f.57v1] 
Cf. Gonda 1975: 371-372. 

4) Samayasattva is a deity to be visualised as peculiar to a substratum. On the other 
hand, jfidnasattva is the ideal deity, which is usually drawn down from the sky. 
These two deities have been discussed in the Preface and Introduction of Bentor 
1996. 

5) This abridged version of a pratisthii ceremony is explained in the Sainkiptapratisthd-
vidhi of the VA: 

sanykssiptapratistfiiiyiiin tu pratimadeh siTtnyatiinantarany jhatiti tattatsamayasattvany 
cak.suhkay-cidyadhi.sthitany ni.spildya tatra taijiidnasattvain svahrdbOakirandnitam 
antarbhavya svahrdbijamayfikhanitatathligatadibhih svayany ca kalasajalair 
abhisicya sanyprtjya tanmantram astottaras'atany japed iti pratimadikany prati.sthitam 
bhavati. [VA: MS A f.61v5-7, MS B f.56v5-7] 

(Trsl.) On the other hand, in the case of an abridged consecration of images 
and other [substrata], immediately after [the meditation on] voidness, [a tantric 
officiant] should (1) visualise in a moment each samayasattva whose eyes, body 
and other [parts] have been empowered, (2) draw down its jnanasattva by 
means of a ray from the seed-syllable in his heart, (3) cause the jnanasattva to 
enter the samayasattva (tatra), (4) cause the tathagatas drawn down by means 
of rays from the seed-syllable in his heart to bathe it with water from jugs while 
he bathes it himself, worships it, and then (5) [finally] utters its mantra one 
hundred and eight times. Thus an image and other [substrata] become conse-
crated. 

6) For example, Kuladatta explains the characteristics of the instrument called gandi. 
In the case of consecration of a gandi, the same frame is applied. See Gandiasthapana 
section of KSP ch.7 [Tanemura 1997: 41.1-42.7]. 

7) NGMPP Nos. A936/6 and B24/17 are titled Bauddhadalakriydsadhana. These two 
are different microfilms of the same manuscript. While the order of the folios in No. 
B24/17 is correct, that in No. A936/6 is wrong. 

8) Consecration manuals referred to in this paper are those written in Sanskrit which 
survive as manuscripts or as Tibetan translations in the Tibetan canon. I did not 
consider a number of anonymous manuals which were produced after the Medieval 

period in Nepal and record the text and procedure of the consecration ceremony 
there. 

9) According to Tsukamoto et al. 1989 thirty-eight manuscripts of the KSP are pre-
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served at universities or institutes in Europe, India, Nepal and Japan. Though there 
is a sufficient amount of material, a critical edition of the KSP has not yet been 

published in its entirety. Skorupski [1998] gives a brief summary of the whole KSP, 
but there are inaccurate descriptions in some places. In addition to it, Skorupski 
mentions neither the ten rites (dala kriyeah) nor the nine kinds of empowerment 

(abhiseka), which are going to be discussed later in this paper. 
The explanation of the structure and the contents below is based on my prelimi-

nary edition of the pratistha section of the KSP, in which eight Nepalese palm-leaf 
manuscripts have been collated. 

10) It is worth mentioning that two manuscripts (Tokyo University Library Nos . 116 & 
117) call chapter 6 the ten rites (dalakriyanama safthamam prakaranam). Possibly an 
independent work dealing with the ten rites was inserted into the KSP afterwards . 
(See also Note 12.) 

11) I have not been able to understand clearly what a pindika is. It might be a pedestal 
(or seat) of an image. 

12) The pratiftha section begins with the sentence "idiinim vidhanam Czha (Now the rule 
is told)." Kuladatta says simply 'the rule' and does not mention what rule is going to 
be explained. There are two possibilities: (1) Kuladatta borrowed the whole passage 
concerning the consecration ceremony and put the astasmasanavidhi etc. into it. (2) 
He wrote a work about the ten rites first and inserted it into the KSP later. (See also 
Note 10.) 

13) As for a fivefold classification of tantras , see Sanderson 1994: 97-98 (Note 1). Cf., 
e.g., sarvamantranayam iti pancavidham kriyilcaryeiyogayogottarayoganiruttar abhedena 

[YRM ad HVT II.viii. (10)c: 156.26-27]; kriyd, trisamayarizja, bhfitadamara-
tantralIcaryii, vairocanahisambodhitantradi11 yoga, tatvasahgrahaditantra ||yogottara , 
samajatantreldinyoganiruttara, samvarodaya, dakinivajrapamjara, dakarnnava , 
abhidhanottaradaya iti yogimtantra + (sic) [VA: Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal MS 
G3855 f.1r]. This is the scribe's memo on the folio. 

The word yogininiruttaratantra should be understood as "yoginitantras , i.e. 
[yoga-]jniruttaratantras." 

14) See the following Sanskrit passage: pavitramrtsikteidikamjhatiti irtnyatadhimoksena 
hfclbijainkarisyamanam devatarrtpam vicintya. . . [KSP:MS N f. 11 1v3-4, MS T3 
f. 148v2] (Trsl.) [The tantric officiant] should imagine [the materials necessary for 
making the image, such as] pure soil, wax and others as being the heart-syllable [of 
the deity] in a moment with a strong conviction of voidness [of these materials and 
then, in turn, visualise] the figure of the deity [whose image] is to be made [as a 
transformation of the heart-syllable] .. . 

This description is reminiscent of the lost wax method, a traditional casting method 
in the Himalayan region. In this method, the artist makes a wax model (in some 
cases with a clay core). A system of runners for pouring metal into the mould and 
raisers for the release of gases is usually attached to the wax model , which is then 
covered with layered clay (investment). The whole assemblage is heated to melt the 
wax, which is poured out of the investment. Molten metal is poured in through a 
runner, displacing air which escapes through a raiser. The poured metal takes the 
shape of the imprint of the wax model inside the investment . [Reedy 1997: 54;
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Tanaka & Yoshizaki 1998: 164-169] 
15) It seems strange that the deity should be dismissed at this stage. If, however, we 

examine the content, we find that this section deals with the preparation for making 
an image. In this sense this rite is independent and the abridge pratistha is applied 
here. 

16) In the lost wax method, iron rods or wires (armatures) are often used to support the 
casting core or, occasionally in large statues, the wax model [Reedy 1997: 54]. See 
also the photograph 3.5 on p. 57. This X-radiograph reveals one central iron arma-
ture. 

17) The three principles (tritattva, i.e. syllables am ah hum), preceded and followed by 
hoh are recognised as the gandharvasattva [Beyer 1978: 108-127]. As for the three 

principles, see Note 19. 
18) The image has not been completed at this moment; this rite is independent in this 

sense. Strictly speaking the proper consecration ceremony starts with the 
simantonnayana. The pratistha section of VA begins with the part corresponding to 
this stage. 

19) These three syllables are called tritattva (the three principles), and symbolise mind, 
speech and body respectively. Cf., e.g., tadanantaram sarvakaravaropetam dhydtvii-
kayam sunirmalam I tat kayam vacanam cittam tritattvair adhitistfiet II omkara(m) sirasi 
ny asy a eihkar am kanthadelake I humkaram hrdaye dhyatva kiiyavakcittasOdhanam II 

[PSMMU f. 9r7] 
20) Kuladatta does not deal with this rite as an independent one, but apparently the 

contents of the first half of the upanayana correspond to those of the annapralana of 
the BDKS. 

21) MSS support the reading keludanda. However, kes-u is never found in Sanskrit 
dictionaries. The reading venudanda is an emendation proposed by Alexis Sanderson 

(personal communication). 
22) This marriage rite is an imitation of what is called the yihi in Newari, which is the 

marriage of a young girl to the bel tree. In a pratistha ceremony in Nepal today, the 
bel fruit is put on the hand of the deity at this stage, symbolising marriage (the 
holding of the hand). [Locke 1980: 215] 

23) The AKS and the PSarnvUTT also prescribe the nine kinds of empowerment. The 
former borrows the most passages of the pratistha section from the VA and the latter 
is, judging from the contents, an abridgement of the VA. There is no prescription of 
these empowerment rituals in the consecration manuals preserved in the Tibetan 
canon I have consulted. [Cf. Mori 1998: 315] 

24) For summaries of the contents of the consecration ceremony prescribed in the VA, 
see Mori 1995, 1996, 1997: 170-174 and 1998: 307-311. 

25) There are two possibilities concerning this matter: (1) one borrows the relevant 

passages from the other, or (2) there is a prototype on which both of them are based. 
The present writer's opinion leans towards the second case: both the relevant pas-
sages of the KSP and the VA are based on the same source, since the existence of the 

prototype explains some corruptions of the text in the relevant passages of the KSP 
and some additional accounts in those of the VA. I mean to mention this in another 
occasion.
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26) Here Gellner adduces the list of sixteen brahmanical sacraments (samskara), the ten 
sacraments according to B. R. Bajracharya and the thirteen sacraments according to 
Amrtananda (Hodgson's pandit) as well as the ten sacraments in the pratisthii ac-
cording to Locke [1980]. 

27) See the following passages in chs. 1 and 6 in the KSP: 
evamvidhaih sarvair gunair alankrtasya [acetryasya] sarvadosarahitasya 
mandalavartanadau yogyasya subhe divasanaksatradau graham gatva purato 
mandalakam krtva yathasakti daksinam dattva samputanjalim ca krtva, adhyesanam 
kurydt. [KSP: MS N f. 2r4-6, MS T3 f. 2r4-5] 
(Trsl.) [The donor] should (1) go to the house [of the tantric officiant] who is 
decorated with all the above stated merits, free from all the faults and suitable 
for constructing a mandala and other [religious actions] on an auspicious day 
and lunar mansion etc., (2) make a mandalaka in front [of the officiant], (3) pay 
the fee according to his ability, (4) fold hands in theform of samputethjali and 
then (5) make a request [to the officiant]. 

prathamam tavad viharadipratisthakartukamo yajamanah subhe ahany acaryanam 
ecaryayor acaryasya grham gatva mandalakam vidhaya gandhasraktambu-
ladikam vastrayugalam pratyekam dattva yacayet. [KSP: MS N ff. 98r6-98v1, 
MS T3 ff. 134v5-135r1] 

(Trsl.) First of all, a donor who wants to consecrate amonastery or other 
should (1) go to the house(s) of an officiant, two officiants or more officiants on 
an auspicious day, (2) make a mandalaka, (3) give perfume, a garland, tambfila 
and so on as well as a pair of garments to each, and then (4) request him or them 
to perform the pratisstha ceremony. 

28) See SamvUT, ch. 22, verse 15 and PSamvUTT ad loc.: 

pas-aid akasastham bhagavantam mandalacakram pratimadisu pravesayetI 
dasakarma krtam karyam vyavaharadikam ydvatII [SamvUT: f. 28r5] 

(Trsl.) Then one should cause the blessed one and the circle of mandala deities 
in the sky to enter the image and so on. [Then] the tenrites are performed. 

[Other rites] up to conventional rites (vyavahara) and so on should be done. 
dasakarmeti udakddidalabhisekah, sisyapratisthayam yatha krtas tatha pratimaya 
api kartavya ity arthah. [PSamvUTT ad loc: f. 36r2-3] 

(Trsl.) The 'ten rites' are the ten kinds of empowerment beginning with water 
[empowerment], which means that the consecration ceremony of an image should 
also be done in the same way as that of a disciple is done. 

In fact, it is the nine kinds of empowerment that have been prescribed in the 
PSamvUTT. The names of the nine are as follows: (1) water (udaka), (2) crown 

(mukuta), (3) vajra, (4) bell (ghanta), (5) name (naman), (6) acarya, (7) secret (guhya), 
(8) [knowledge of] wisdom (prajnd), (9) the fourth (caturtha). 

29) See, e. g., the following passage from the acaryalaksanavidhi of the AKS: 
mahantam sattvartham paiyan yatha bhagavata srisakyamunina cakravartirupena 
mantranayacarya pravartita tatha bhiksor api siladharasya cirnavratinah sarva-
dharmamayopamadhigatasya (mayopamadhigatasya, corr.; omayopamddhigatasya, 
ed.) kasayapartyagaciiddkaranddikam karayitva yatheiparipatya (yathaparipatya , 
em., Isaacson; yatha paripadya , ed.) malodakabhisekadinabhisicya vidylivajracary-
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avratavyakarananujnasvasam yavad dattva vajradharah kartavyah. [Moriguchi 
1998: 76.19-24] 

(Trsl.) Just as the conduct (carya) of the mantranaya was instituted by the 
Blessed One, Sakyamuni, who had the appearance of the sovereign of the world 

(-cakravarti-), seeing the great benefit to sentient beings, one who has practised 
the observance (-vratinah) and has understood that all the things (-dharma-) are 
like illusion, even though he is a bhiksu who has undertaken the lila, should be 
made to do the 'abandoning of the red robe,' `arranging a single lock of the hair 
on the crown of the head,' and others [to abandon the marks of a bhiksu]. After 
that, he should (1) be empowered by [the abhiseka ritual] beginning with the 
malabhiseka and udakabhiseka in due course, (2) be given up to vidyavrata*, 
vajravrata*, caryavrata*. anujna* and eisvasa*, and (3) be made to be a vajradhara. 

* These rites are performed after the caturthabhiseka . See Sanderson's sum-
maries of the rites [Sanderson 1994: 90-91]. 

30) Abhayakaragupta states that pratistha of images should be performed in the same 
way as that of disciples*, which means that the higher abhisekas, i.e. the guhya-, the 

prajnajnana- and the caturthabhiseka should also be given to images. He explains the 
reason of the above statement by reinterpreting a passage from Dipankarabhadra's 
Guhyasamajamandalavidhi [VA: MS A f. 59v7-60r5, MS B f. 55r1-6]. (*.sisyapratistham 
iva pratimadipratistham api kuryat. [VA: MS A f. 55v7-56r1, MS B f. 52r7]) 

I am preparing another paper, in which the meaning of pratistha, including 
Abhayakaragupta's theory and Kuladatta's systematisation, will be examined. I mean 
to examine the passages from the VA there. The paper is provisionally titled "The 
meaning of pratistha." 
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